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About Flightpath 

Since 1994, 
Flightpath has  
been helping 

organizations to 
create, connect or 

use digital channels 
to maximize 
potential and 
opportunities.  
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“Design is not just what it looks like and  
feels like. Design is how it works.” 

 - Steve Jobs 



INTERFACE & LAYOUT  



LONG SCROLLING PAGES 
 



Scrolling is trumping clicking 



One Page Web Site 



Deep Product Page 



Product Page 



Product Page 



Long Scrolling Pages 

!  Scrolling is trumping clicking 
!  With ubiquitous use of mobile devices, users have become 

accustomed to scrolling.  
!  Users are finding it easier to scroll through a page to get to 

information than to click and tap. 
!  Long scrolling pages have expanded beyond the home page 

and can be found on content and product pages 
!  The addition of scroll motion animation effects (e.g. parallax) is 

making scrolling experience even more engaging 



FILL THE SCREEN… 
AND NOT SCROLL 



Fill the screen 



Fill the screen 



Fill the screen 



Fill The Screen…And Not Scroll 

!  Type of responsive design where designs adapt in such a 
way such that they completely fill the screen with no scroll 
bars 

!  Content is tight and focused 

!  Background video can also be added to enhance these full 
screen designs 



MODULAR & GRID 
BASED…DIVIDE IT UP 



Module/Grid Layout 



Module/Grid Layout 



Module/Grid Layout Desktop vs Mobile 



Grid & Modular Based…Divide It Up 

!  Grid and modular design is not new 

!  A dependence on grids in responsive design has brought this 
type of design to the forefront 

!  Content is intended to fully fill into these grid modules 

!  These grid modules in turn flexibly scale and/or stack 
depending on screen size. 



VERTICAL  
NAVIGATION…THE RETURN 



1997 Desktop Web vs 2015 Mobile Web 



Navigation Mobile Apps 



Main Navigation as Drawer Tray 



Useful for sites with long tail of sections 



Vertical Navigation with Additional Drawer Tray 



Vertical Navigation…The Return 
!  Vertical navigation was quite prevalent during the early days of the 

web 
!  With rise of responsive design, we are starting to see mobile design 

elements, such as flyout right or left menus, be implemented on all 
screen sizes 

!  Users are being conditioned to using the ‘hamburger icon’ as 
access to main navigation 

!  Hiding the main navigation allows a design of site to be clean and 
more focused.   

!  Only one click or tap away, vertical navigation is some ways can be 
more scannable than multi-row horizontal navigation 



MICROINTERACTIONS 



Focused on ‘bite-sized’ needs or tasks 



Focused on ‘bite-sized’ needs or tasks 



Microinteractions 

!  Module or experience focused on one user need or task 
!  Microinteractions often surface only as needed 
!  As applied to digital design examples include: 

•  Posting a social media status message 
•  Like or favorite a piece of content 
•  Email sign up box that playfully appears on screen 

!  When surfaced judiciously and in appropriate moments 
microinterations can significantly make user experience more 
functional and enjoyable. 



VISUAL 



TYPE, IMAGES & VIDEO: 
GO BIG! GO DYNAMIC! 



Large and Focused 



Big Type, Big Image 



Big Stylized Type 



Experience It 



Charity Water 



Charity Water 



Type, Images & Video:  
Go Big! Go Dynamic 

!  Large photo/image backgrounds done powerfully and 
elegantly 

!  Big bold web type as way to deliver brand message 

!  Full screen video backgrounds that auto-play 

!  Inline animation or scroll motion animation (animation that 
occurs as you scroll down a page) can add wow and 
engagement 



EXTEND BEYOND  
STOCK PHOTOGRAPHY 



Clichés 



Keeping it real 



Stylize 



If you got to use stock…Keep it real & natural avoid the typical/literal 



Extend Beyond Stock Photography 

!  Stock imagery has gotten quite ubiquitous 
!  Poorly chosen stock photography can invoke fakeness 
!  Use of custom imagery will insure no one else will have those 

same photos or illustrations on their site 
!  Professionally shot photography can have realness that can’t 

be duplicated 
!  Stylizing or working with stylized photography, illustrations or 

typography can also be a trick to work more with less 
!  Keep it real but avoid the literal 



DEPTH, WEIGHT  
& LAYERS 



iOS 7/8 



Android 5 “Material Design” 



Depth, Weight & Layers 

!  The rise of minimalism and flat design over skeuomorphism has made 
adding depth, weight and layer more important in digital design 

!  The goal to make otherwise ‘flat’ elements like a card or menu feel like 
physical object 

!  More than looking interesting and cool, emulating physical presence can 
help improve user interactive experience. 

!  Examples include:  

•  Momentum scrolling to help situate ones place on a page 
•  Subtle translucency to help determine place & layer in the interface 

•  Faux depth of field to endow focus to buttons and message  



PLAYFULNESS AND 
PERSONALITY 



Early Days of Computer Fun 



Not too long ago 



Monkeying Around 



Apps 



Playfulness and Personality 

!  Computer software have always dabbled in playfulness: Easter 
Eggs, Original Mac Icons, even the hated Clippy 

!  With digital experiences being a critical part of our every day lives it 
is more important than ever to make sure these experiences are 
enjoyable to use. 

!  Brighter colors, humorous copy, little bits of the unexpected.  So 
long as these elements don’t get in the way, they make digital 
platforms more delight to use. 

!  Examples of personality permeate in the multitude of digital 
platforms today 



MOVING FORWARD 



EXTENDING 
EMAIL DESIGN 



Responsive/Adaptive 



Other Dynamic Effects 

“On they fly’ elements  
such as a countdown clock 

Inline Video Video plays inside the email 

 
CSS  

Animations 



Animated GIFs 

Interaction with an app Animation of fashion model 

  



Extending Email Design 

!  Majority of all email opens is often happening on mobile 

!  Responsive/adaptive emails are being deployed so that they may 
display nicely on desktop and mobile 

!  CSS animations, other effects and features are making their way 
into platforms that support them especially mobile 

!  Animated GIF has returned with a vengeance 



DESIGN SHAREABLE 



Design Shareable 

!  Content that gets someone’s attention is great, but getting 
someone to pass along that content is even better 

!  Design attributes to consider to increase shareability: 
•  Makes the person sharing it look smarter 
•  Remind us of something, evokes familiarity 
•  Elicit emotion 
•  Make distinguishing and memorable 
•  Gives utility 
•  Tells a story 



Emotion/Humor 

Unskippable - GEICO - YouTube Budweiser-Puppy-Love 



Timely/Incentive 



Visually Compelling 



Appetite Appeal 



PRIVACY & SECURITY 



Data Breaches 



Facebook Privacy Page 



2-Step Verification/Touch ID 



Privacy & Security 
!  At the dawn of ecommerce, digital designers took pains to message to 

users that use of their credit cards online was safe and secure 

!  Fast forward to this post-Snowden world where hacker breaches seem to 
be happening on a daily basis, the need to design with privacy and security 
in mind is paramount once again 

!  Example considerations include: 
•  Disclose in plain speak what information collecting and why (user 

benefits) 
•  Two factor authentication 

•  Biometric forms of identification (e.g. Apple Touch ID) 

•  COPPA (Children's Online Privacy Protection) compliance 



GLANCES & CARDS 



The Verge (Holiday Gift Guide) 



Google Now Cards 



Apple Watch Glances 



Glances & Cards 

!  Users are increasingly inundated with a firehose of information and 
increasingly want to, heck need to, to see relevant information at a 
glance 

!  This information stored in cards or glances contain short texts, 
images and interaction button(s) to convert a transaction or dive 
deeper for more info 

!  Grid based web layouts, mobile phones, Nest thermostats, Apple 
watch smart watches: all require the serving and display of bite 
sized information 



 “The whole is greater than the sum of its parts.” 
 - Aristotle 



THANK YOU 
flightpath.com 


